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Introduction 
About the project kit 
This project kit has been carefully designed for use by teachers in KS3 design and technology.  It is designed such that 
even teachers with a limited knowledge of electronics should have no trouble using it as basis around which to form 
a scheme of work. 
 
It is intended that the motor boards will be built up and reused. As the end application is determined by what the 
motor board is connected to these notes are concerned with how the board is built, works and how motors are 
connected to it.  
 

Using the booklet 
The first few pages of this booklet contains information to aid the teacher in planning their lessons and also covers 
worksheet answers. The rest of the booklet is designed to be printed out as classroom handouts. In most cases all of 
the sheets will not be needed, hence there being no page numbers, teachers can pick and choose as they see fit.  
 
Please feel free to print any pages of this booklet to use as student handouts in conjunction with Kitronik project 
kits. 

Support and resources 
You can also find additional resources at www.kitronik.co.uk. There are component fact sheets, information on 
calculating resistor and capacitor values, puzzles and much more. 
 
Kitronik provide a next day response technical assistance service via e-mail. If you have any questions regarding this 
kit or even suggestions for improvements, please e-mail us at:  
 
 
Alternatively, phone us on 0845 8380781. 
  
 

  

http://www.kitronik.co.uk
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Features of the motor controller board 
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Mechanical information 
All dimensions are in mm. 
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Soldering in Ten Steps 
 

1. Start with the smallest components working up to 
the taller components, soldering any interconnecting 
wires last. 

2. Place the component into the board, making sure 
that it goes in the right way around and the part sits 
flush against the board. 

3. Bend the leads slightly to secure the part. 

4. Make sure that the soldering iron has warmed up 
and if necessary, use the damp sponge to clean the 
tip. 

5. Place the soldering iron on the pad. 

6. Using your free hand, feed the end of the solder onto 
the pad (top picture). 

7. Remove the solder, then the soldering iron. 

8. Leave the joint to cool for a few seconds. 

9. Using a pair of cutters, trim the excess component 
lead (middle picture). 

10. If you make a mistake heat up the joint with the 
soldering iron, whilst the solder is molten, place the 
tip of your solder extractor by the solder and push 
the button (bottom picture). 

 

 

Solder joints 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Good solder joint Too little solder Too much solder 
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Resistor Values 
 
A resistor is a device that opposes the flow of electrical current. The bigger the value of a resistor, the more it 
opposes the current flow. The value of a resistor is given in Ω (ohms) and is often referred to as its ‘resistance’. 

Identifying resistor values 
 

 
 

 
Band Colour 1st Band  2nd Band  Multiplier x  Tolerance 

Silver    100 10% 
Gold    10 5% 
Black 0 0 1  
Brown 1 1 10 1% 
Red 2 2 100 2% 

Orange 3 3 1000  
Yellow 4 4 10,000  
Green 5 5 100,000  
Blue 6 6 1,000,000  

Violet 7 7   
Grey 8 8   
White 9 9   

 
Example:  Band 1 = Red, Band 2 = Violet, Band 3 = Orange, Band 4 = Gold 
 
The value of this resistor would be:   
2 (Red) 7 (Violet) x 1,000 (Orange)  = 27 x 1,000 

= 27,000 with a 5% tolerance (gold) 
     = 27KΩ 

 

Resistor identification task 
Calculate the resistor values given by the bands shown below. The tolerance band has been ignored. 
 

1st Band  2nd Band  Multiplier x  Value 
Brown Black Yellow  
Green Blue Brown  
Brown Grey Yellow  

Orange White Black  

Too many zeros? 
 

Kilo ohms and mega 
ohms can be used: 

 
1,000Ω = 1K 

 
1,000K = 1M 
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Calculating resistor markings 
Calculate what the colour bands would be for the following resistor values. 
 

Value 1st Band  2nd Band  Multiplier x  
180 Ω    

3,900 Ω    
47,000 (47K) Ω    

1,000,000 (1M) Ω    

What does tolerance mean? 
Resistors always have a tolerance but what does this mean? It refers to the accuracy to which it has been 
manufactured. For example if you were to measure the resistance of a gold tolerance resistor you can guarantee 
that the value measured will be within 5% of its stated value. Tolerances are important if the accuracy of a resistors 
value is critical to a design’s performance. 

Preferred values 
There are a number of different ranges of values for resistors. Two of the most popular are the E12 and E24. They 
take into account the manufacturing tolerance and are chosen such that there is a minimum overlap between the 
upper possible value of the first value in the series and the lowest possible value of the next. Hence there are fewer 
values in the 10% tolerance range. 
 
 

E-12 resistance tolerance (± 10%) 
10 12 15 18 22 27 33 39 47 56 68 82 

 
E-24 resistance tolerance (± 5 %) 

10 11 12 13 15 16 18 20 22 24 27 30 
33 36 39 43 47 51 56 62 68 75 82 91 
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LEDs & Current Limit Resistors 
Before we look at LEDs, we first need to start with diodes. Diodes are used to control the direction of flow of 
electricity. In one direction they allow the current to flow through the diode, in the other direction the current is 
blocked.  

An LED is a special diode. LED stands for Light Emitting Diode. LEDs are like normal diodes, 
in that they only allow current to flow in one direction, however when the current is 
flowing the LED lights. 
 
The symbol for an LED is the same as the diode but with the addition of two arrows to 
show that there is light coming from the diode. As the LED only allows current to flow in 
one direction, it's important that we can work out which way the electricity will flow.  This 
is indicated by a flat edge on the LED. 

 
For an LED to light properly, the amount of current that flows through it needs to be controlled. To do this we use a 
current limit resistor. If we didn’t use a current limit resistor the LED would be very bright for a short amount of 
time, before being permanently destroyed. 
 
To work out the best resistor value we need to use Ohms Law. This connects the voltage across a device and the 
current flowing through it to its resistance. 
 
Ohms Law tells us that the flow of current (I) in a circuit is given by the voltage (V) across the circuit divided by the 
resistance (R) of the circuit. 
 

R
VI =  

 
Like diodes, LEDs drop some voltage across them. For a standard red LED this is 1.8 volts. 
 
Suppose this LED is run off a 5V supply there must be a total of 5 volts 
dropped across the LED (VLED) and the resistor (VR). As the LED 
manufacturer’s datasheet tells us that there is 1.8 volts dropped across 
the LED, there must be 3.2 volts dropped across the resistor. (VLED + VR = 
1.8 + 3.2 = 5V). 
 
LEDs normally need about 10mA to operate at a good brightness. Since 
we know that the voltage across the current limit resistor is 3.2 volts and 
we know that the current flowing through it is 0.01 Amps, the resistor can 
be calculated. 
 
Using Ohms Law in a slightly rearranged format: 
 

=== 320
01.0
2.3

I
VR  

 
Hence in this circuit we would need a 320Ω current limit resistor, or the nearest value of 330Ω. 

R

VBATTERY

ILED

VLED

VR
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LEDs Continued 

Packages 
LEDs are available in many shapes and sizes. The 5mm round LED is the most common. The colour of the plastic lens 
is often the same as the actual colour of light emitted – but not always with high brightness LEDs.  
 

Advantages of using LEDs over bulbs 
Some of the advantages of using an LED over a traditional bulb are: 
 

Power efficiency LEDs use less power to produce the same amount of light, which means that they are 
more efficient. This makes them ideal for battery power applications. 

Long life LEDs have a very long life when compared to normal light bulbs. They also fail by 
gradually dimming over time instead of a sharp burn out. 

Low temperature Due to the higher efficiency of LEDs, they can run much cooler than a bulb. 
Hard to break LEDs are much more resistant to mechanical shock, making them more difficult to break 

than a bulb. 
Small LEDs can be made very small. This allows them to be used in many applications, which 

would not be possible with a bulb. 
Fast turn on LEDs can light up faster than normal light bulbs, making them ideal for use in car break 

lights. 
 

Disadvantages of using LEDs 
Some of the disadvantages of using an LED over a traditional bulb are: 
 

Cost LEDs currently cost more for the same light output than traditional bulbs. However, this 
needs to be balanced against the lower running cost of LEDs due to their greater efficiency. 

Drive circuit To work in the desired manner, an LED must be supplied with the correct current. This could 
take the form of a series resistor or a regulated power supply. 

Directional LEDs normally produce a light that is focused in one direction, which is not ideal for some 
applications. 

Typical LED applications 
Some applications that use LEDs are: 
 Bicycle lights 
 Car lights (break and headlights) 
 Traffic lights 
 Indicator lights on consumer electronics 
 Torches 
 Backlights on flat screen TVs and displays 

  

 Road signs 
 Information displays 
 Household lights 
 Clocks 
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Capacitor Basics 
What is a capacitor? 

 
A capacitor is a component that can store electrical charge (electricity). In many ways, it 
is like a rechargeable battery. 
 
A good way to imagine a capacitor is as a bucket, where the size of the base of the 
bucket is equivalent to the capacitance (C) of the capacitor and the height of the bucket 
is equal to its voltage rating (V). 
 
The amount that the bucket can hold is equal to the size of its base multiplied by its 
height, as shown by the shaded area. 

Filling a capacitor with charge 

 
When a capacitor is connected to an item such as a battery, charge will flow from the battery into it. Therefore the 
capacitor will begin to fill up.  The flow of water in the picture above left is the equivalent of how the electrical 
charge will flow in the circuit shown on the right. 
 
The speed at which any given capacitor will fill depends on the resistance (R) through which the charge will have to 
flow to get to the capacitor. You can imagine this resistance as the size of the pipe through which the charge has to 
flow. The larger the resistance, the smaller the pipe and the longer it will take for the capacitor to fill. 

Emptying (discharging) a capacitor 
Once a capacitor has been filled with an amount of charge, it will retain this charge until it is 
connected to something into which this charge can flow. 
 
The speed at which any given capacitor will lose its charge will, like when charging, depend on 
the resistance (R) of the item to which it is connected. The larger the resistance, the smaller the 
pipe and the longer it will take for the capacitor to empty. 

Maximum working voltage 
Capacitors also have a maximum working voltage that should not be exceeded. This 
will be printed on the capacitor or can be found in the catalogue the part came from. You 
can see that the capacitor on the right is printed with a 10V maximum working voltage. 

C

V

R

BATTERY
V

R

    BATTERY                                  CAPACITOR

R

C 
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Ceramic Disc Capacitors 
Values 
The value of a capacitor is measured in Farads, though a 1 Farad capacitor 
would be very big. Therefore we tend to use milli Farads (mF), micro Farads 
(F), nano Farads (nF) and pico Farads (pF). A F is a millionth of a Farad, 1F 
= 1000 nF and 1nF = 1000 pF.  
 
The larger electrolytic capacitors tend to have the value printed on the side of 
them along with a black band showing the negative lead of the capacitor.  
 
Other capacitors, such as the ceramic disc capacitor shown on the right, use a 
code. They are often smaller and may not have enough space to print the 
value in full, hence the use of the 3-digit code. The first 2 digits are the first 
part of the number and the third digit gives the number of zeros to give its 
value in pF. 
 
 
Example:     104 = 10 + 0000 (4 zero’s) = 100,000 pF (which is also 0.1 F) 
 
Work out what value the four capacitors are in the table below.  
 

Printing on capacitor Two digit start Number of zero’s Value in pF 

222    

103    

333    

473    

 

 

1F = 1,000mF 
1F = 1,000,000F 
1F = 1,000,000,000nF 
1F = 1,000,000,000,000pF 
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Build Instructions 
 
Before you start, take a look at the Printed Circuit Board (PCB). The components go in the side with the writing on 
and the solder goes on the side with the tracks and silver pads. 

Start with the 13 resistors:  
The text on the PCB shows where R1, R2 etc go. 
Ensure that you put the resistors in the right place. 
  

PCB Ref Value Colour Bands 
R1-R4 330 Orange, orange, brown 
R6 100k Brown, black, yellow 
R5 & R7-R11 10K Brown, black, orange 
R12 & R13 47 Yellow, purple, black 

  

Solder the 3 diodes into the board. When putting these into the board, be sure to get them 
the right way around. The band on the diode must match up with the band on the PCB. The 
diodes are marked D1 to D3. 

Solder the IC holder into IC1. When putting it into the board, be sure to get it the right way around. The 
notch on the IC holder should line up with the notch on the lines marked on the PCB. 

Solder the programming connector into the board where it is labelled ‘PROG’.  
 

Solder the nine ceramic disc capacitors into the board, where it is labelled C3 – 
C11. All nine capacitors are the same value (10nF and marked 103). 

Solder the five switches in to the board where it is labelled SW1- SW5. Once you have got the pins 
lined up with the holes they can be pushed firmly into place and soldered. 
  

PLACE RESISTORS 
1 

Place the Diodes 
2 

Place the IC holder 
3 

Place the programming connector 
4 

Place the ceramic disc capacitors 
5 

Place the switches 
6 
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Build Instructions – Continued 

Solder the Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) in to LED1 – LED4. The LEDs won’t work if they don’t go in the 
right way around. If you look carefully one side of the LED has a flat edge, which must line up with 
the flat edge on the lines on the PCB. 
Please note: Don’t use the red & green LED in the separate bag (they are 5v LEDs, and won’t work).  

Solder the four, 4-way terminal blocks into the board. Two are for the inputs and two are for the 
outputs. Make sure the side that the wire goes into is facing the edge of the board. 

Solder the 2-way terminal block into the ‘POWER’ connection.  

Solder the two big electrolytic capacitors into C1 & C2. These need to but put in the board the right 
way around. The white band on the two large capacitors should line up with the ‘---’ markings on the 
board.  

Using a resistor lead add a link to the board where it is labelled ‘wire link’. 

Using a small screwdriver connect the battery clip into the ‘POWER’ terminal block. The red wire must 
go to the ‘+’ terminal (also marked ‘red’) and the black wire must go to the ‘–’ terminal (also marked 
‘black’).  

Clip the heat sink on to the FAN 8100N motor driver. This must be done before it is inserted into the PCB as it 
cannot be put on afterwards. Now insert the IC into the PCB where it is labelled IC2 ensuring the notch on the chip 
lines up with the notch on the PCB outline. It is hard to see the outline on the chip once the heat sink is on top, so 
take care when doing this. 

Your choice of 18 pin PIC chips can now be put into the holder labelled IC1 ensuring the notch on the chip lines up 
with the notch on the holder. 

Place the LED’s 
7 

Place the Terminal blocks 
8 

Place the Terminal blocks 
9 

Place the electrolytic capacitors 
10 

Place the Link wire 
11 

Attach the battery clip lead 
12 

Attach the heat sink 
13 

Place the IC  
14 
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Checking your motor controller PCB 
Check the following before you insert the batteries: 
 
Check the bottom of the board to ensure that: 
 All holes (except the 4 large 3 mm holes) are filled with the lead of a component. 
 All these leads are soldered. 
 Pins next to each other are not soldered together. 

 
Check the top of the board to ensure that: 
 The notch on the ICs and the IC holder are in the same orientation as the markings on the printed circuit board. 
 The four resistors R1-R4 have Orange, Orange, Brown coloured bands. 
 R12 and R13 have Yellow, Purple, Black coloured bands. 
 R5 has Brown, Green, Orange coloured bands. 
 The silver bands on diodes D1 and D2 are next to IC2 and the silver band on D3 is next to C7. 
 The four LEDs are in the right way around (the flat edge on the LED matches the markings on the board). 
 The white band on the two large capacitors match the ‘---’ markings on the board. 
 The red wire on the battery connector goes to the ‘+’ terminal on the power terminals and the black wire goes to 

the ‘–’ terminal. 
 

Parts list 
 
Ref Description Qty 

R1 - R4 330R resistor 5% 4 
R6 100K resistor 5% 1 
R5 & R7 - R11 10K resistor 5% 6 
R12 - R13 47R resistor 5% 2 
D1-D3 1N4001 diode, 1A 3 
IC1 18 pin DIL socket 1 
IC2 FAN8100N motor driver IC 1 
PROG 3.5mm stereo PCB mount jack socket 1 
C1, C2 470uF electrolytic capacitor 2 
C3 - C11 Capacitor, ceramic, 50V, 10nF 9 
SW1 - SW5 6mm PCB mount switch - height 9.5mm 5 
LED1 - LED4 LED red 5 mm 4 
POWER 2 way terminal block 1 
INPUT1 - INPUT4, 
OUTPUT1 - OUTPUT4 

4 way terminal block 4 
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Testing the PCB 
To test the PCB you will first have to insert a chip programmed with some software to allow it to be tested. The 
purpose of the test program is to test that the LEDs can turn on and off and that the switches are functioning. The 
test software works as shown below: 
 
 

 
 
If you have problems with any of the above tests, use the fault finding tables to find the cause of the fault. 

 

Yes 

No 

Start 

LED1 on 

Wait 1 second 

LED1 off, LED2 on 

Wait 1 second 

LED1 on Switch1 
pressed? 

LED2 off, LED3 on 
 

Wait 1 second 

LED3 off, LED4 on 

Wait 1 second 

LED4 off 

Yes 

No 

Switch2 
pressed? 

LED2 on 

Yes 

No 

LED3 on Switch3 
pressed? 

Yes 

No 

Switch4 
pressed? 

LED4 on 

All LEDs off 
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Fault Finding Tables 
The image to the right shows the pin layout for the motor driver IC. 
The following tables list which parts to check for various fault conditions: 
 
 
An LED didn’t work as expected 
 

 
A switch didn’t work as expected 
 

Switch number Parts to check 
SW1 SW1 for dry joints 

R7 for dry joints 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pin 17 

SW2 SW2 for dry joints 
R8 for dry joints 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pin 18 

SW3 SW3 for dry joints 
R9 for dry joints 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pin 15 

SW4 SW4 for dry joints 
R10 for dry joints 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pin 16 

 
  

LED number Parts to check 
LED1 R1 for dry joints 

LED1 is in the right way around, for dry joints or shorts 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pin 6, IC2 pins 8, 10 & 12 
The wire link between IC1 & IC2 is present and for dry joints 

LED2 R2 for dry joints 
LED2 is in the right way around, for dry joints or shorts 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pin 7, IC2 pins 8, 9 & 11 

LED3 R3 for dry joints 
LED3 is in the right way around, for dry joints or shorts 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pin 8, IC2 pins 2, 4 & 5 

LED4 R4 for dry joints 
LED4 is in the right way around, for dry joints or shorts 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pin 9, IC2 pins 1, 3 & 5 

FAN 8100N

1 2 3 FIN 4 5 6

789FIN101112
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Fault Finding Tables Continued 
 
Other fault conditions 
 

Fault Parts to check 
No LEDs work The ‘POWER’ connector is in the right way around and for dry joins on the connections 

The power source is good 
The processor is programmed with the test program 
The notch on both IC1 & IC2 line up with the outline on the board 
For dry joints on D1, D2, or D3 
For dry joints on IC1 pins 5 & 14 
For dry joints on IC2 
R12 & R13 for dry joints 
R12 & R13 are 47R resistors (Yellow, Purple, Black) 

The board won’t 
program 

R5 & R6 for dry joints 
R5 is a 10K resistor (Brown, Black, Orange) 
R6 is a 100K resistor (Brown, Black, Yellow) 
For dry joints on the ‘PROG’ connector 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pins 3 & 7 
The notch on IC1 is next to R11 

The reset switch 
doesn’t work 

SW5 for dry joints 
R11 for dry joints 
For dry joints or shorts on IC1 pins 4 

 
With motors connected, the software restarts when the following motors begins to spin: 
 

Output number Parts to check 
All outputs C1 & C2 for dry joints 
Output1 C3 for dry joints 

The wire link next to IC2 is present and for dry joints 
Output2 C4 for dry joints 
Output3 C5 for dry joints 
Output4 C6 for dry joints 

 
The PCB mount test switch or LED works, but the peripheral doesn’t 
Check the corresponding terminal block for dry joints. 
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Board connections 
Input connectors 
The following diagram shows how to connect up to 4 input switches to the board: 

 

Output connectors – 4 motors on / off control 
The following diagram shows how to connect up to 4 motors, where the motor just needs to be turned on or off: (In 
this configuration each motor should be driven on their own. It is not possible to drive outputs 1&2 at the same 
time, nor can outputs 3&4 be driven at the same time). 

 

Output connectors – 2 motors forward, reverse, stop control 
The following diagram shows how to connect up to 2 motors, where full forward, reverse and stop control is 
required: 

 
 

INPUT1 INPUT2 INPUT3 INPUT4 

M 

OUT1 OUT2 OUT3 OUT4 

M M M 

M 

OUT1 OUT2 OUT3 OUT4 

M 
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Advanced board connections 
Input connectors 
Although the input connectors are designed for switches to be connected to them, a logic output from a sensor or 
separate board can be connected. Each pair of connections has a V+ connection and the input connection. Other 
electronics can be connected to the board, just attach the ground or ‘-’ to the ‘-’ on the ‘POWER’ connector, then 
attach your inputs as shown: 

Output expansion connector 
The processor has four extra outputs in addition to the four outputs used to control the motors. A 6-way connector 
on a tenth of an inch spacing can be used to connect a separate board or other output devices to the board. The 
maximum current for each of these pins is 25mA. Power connections are also present on this connector, the pins are 
as follows: 

 
  

INPUT1 INPUT2 INPUT3 INPUT4 

V+
 

In
pu

t1
 

V+
 

In
pu

t2
 

V+
 

In
pu

t3
 

V+
 

In
pu

t4
 

PL
2 

PL
1 

Output 8 

Output 7 

Output 6 

Output 5 

+ 

- 
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Controlling motors 
On / off control 
One side of the motor is connected to 0 volts, the other side is connected to a processor pin, via the driver IC. The 
following table indicates what the motor will be doing depending upon what the software has set the output pin to: 
 

State of output pin Motor 
Set, high, 1 Spinning 
Cleared, low, 0 Stopped 

 

Direction control 
In this set up either side of the motor is connected to a processor pin again through the driver IC. In this 
configuration the processor pins can be set to allow the motor to spin in either direction, as follows: 
 

State of output pin1 State of output pin2 Motor 
Cleared, low, 0 Cleared, low, 0 Stopped 
Cleared, low, 0 Set, high, 1 Spinning forward 
Set, high, 1 Cleared, low, 0 Spinning reverse 
Set, high, 1 Set, high, 1 Stopped 

Software port names 
 
Unfortunately different software packages use different notations for the name they give to a particular port pin. If 
the software allows you to set the name of the pin change it to reflect what the pin controls, if not you may wish to 
write the name / number used by your software in the end column of these tables. 

Inputs 
PCB marking Pin number Microchip port name Software name 
Input1 17 RA0  
Input2 18 RA1  
Input3 15 RA6  
Input4 16 RA7  

Outputs 
PCB marking Pin number Microchip port name Software name 
Output1 6 RB0  
Output2 7 RB1  
Output3 8 RB2  
Output4 9 RB3  
PL1 (Output5) 10 RB4  
PL1 (Output6) 11 RB5  
PL1 (Output7) 12 RB6  
PL1 (Output8) 13 RB7  
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Circuit diagram 
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How the motor controller works 
The motor drive board is based around two IC’s. One is a PIC and the other is motor driver IC. 

PIC 
The PIC has four inputs and eight outputs. Four of the outputs are used to control the motor driver IC and the other 
four are left spare. You can use these four outputs to add extra functionality should you wish to. 
 
The four inputs to the PIC are held at a low voltage by pull down resistors. Each of these inputs has a test switch. 
When these are pressed (closed) the PIC pin they feed changes to a high voltage. You can use these switches if you 
wish or you can add your own (open going closed on activation) switching device to the input terminals. 

Motor driver IC 
The driver IC is used to drive the motors as they are high current inductive loads which you would not be able to 
drive directly from the PIC. 

H-bridge	
An H-bridge is a type of circuit that allows a DC motor to be driven forwards and in reverse. The circuit derives its 
name from the way in which the circuit is drawn, which looks like the letter ‘H’. 

 
As you can see from the diagram above the circuit consists of four switches. To run the motor in the forward 
direction switch S1 and S4 are closed while the others are left open. This creates a forward voltage across the motor 
(see the middle diagram). To run it in reverse switches S2 and S3 are closed while the others are left open. This 
creates a reverse voltage across the motor (see the right hand diagram). 
 

S1 S2 S3 S4 Result 
1 0 0 1 Motor forward 
0 1 1 0 Motor reverse 

 
Each of the outputs from the motor driver IC is a half H-bridge output. This means it performs the job of two of the 
switches (S1 + S2 or S3 + S4). Although the diagram has been drawn with switches, inside the driver IC these switches 
are implemented with transistors. They are connected such that one transistor is always on and the other is always 
off. Two of these half bridges can be used as shown above to drive a motor with both forward and reverse functions. 
In this configuration the board can drive a total of two motors. If you only want to drive motors in one direction each 
of the four outputs can be connected to a separate motor (the other side of the motor should be connected to 0V) 
allowing four motors to be used. 
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How the motor controller works continued 
 
Each of the four motor driver outputs also has: 

 Clamping diodes to prevent the high voltage spikes that are created when a motor is turned on and off from 
getting on to the power rails. These can’t be seen on the circuit diagram as they are built into the motor 
driver IC.  

 De-coupling capacitor to remove the noise on the power rails that is created when the motor is running. 
 An LED (with current limit resistor) for visual feedback. These let you know when one of the outputs is high 

which will help when developing and testing your software. 
 
Motors are electrically very noisy, this means that they cause spikes to be picked up on the power supply, when they 
start, stop and also when they are running. Without the clamping diode and de-coupling capacitors the circuit would 
exhibit unusual behaviour and can cause the PIC to reset, which is why these parts are needed. 

Other items 
There are a couple of other parts in the circuit: 

 There is a programming connector which allows the PIC to be programmed. This is connected via a resistor 
network that limits current and holds the input low whilst not in use. 

 There is a switch connected to the reset input on the PIC. Normally this pin is held high by a resistor, but it is 
pulled down to 0 volts when switch is pressed. This causes the PIC to be reset. 

 This circuit runs off a split supply, this is to keep the power for the processor ‘clean’ even though the supply 
that drives the motors is noisy. The diodes D1 – D3 and resistors R12 & R13 split the supply, with C1 and C2 
being used to smooth the separated supplies when the high current devices (such as motors) are switched 
on and off. 
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Sequence controller setup instructions 
Your motor controller kit is supplied with two 5 volt LEDs, one red one green. You can add these to the board, 
download some free software and turn your motor controller into a standalone sequence controller. The sequence 
controller allows the user to enter a sequence of output patterns and then have them replayed at the required 
speed. The LEDs are fitted on the expansion connector so you can’t use the additional four outputs, but you can still 
use the board with PC flowchart software. 
 
The sequence controller software has been written in Revolution basic and is designed to be run on a PICAXE-18X 
chip. Free programming software is available from the Revolution website or for your convenience a CD can be 
purchased from Kitronik. Alternatively if you have Logicator software, you can add a basic box to a flowchart to 
program the chip. 
 
This sequence controller software can be downloaded from: 
www.kitronik.co.uk/quicklinks/motor.htm 
 

Fitting the program / run LED indicators 
You must use the 5 volt LEDs supplied in the kit; you will destroy normal LEDs if you fit them. 
Connect up the red and green LED as shown in the diagram below: 
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Using the sequence controller 
Modes 
The sequence control is either in run mode when the red run LED is illuminated, or is in program mode when the 
green program LED is illuminated. 
Changing modes: 
Program mode to Run mode - Press and hold one of the switches (SW1 to SW4) for two seconds. 
Run mode to Program mode - Press one of the switches (SW1 to SW4). 
 
Program mode 
During program mode the green program LED will be illuminated. 
To set the output LEDs press switches 1 to 4. 
Each time the switch is pressed the corresponding output will be toggled. 
Once you have entered the right pattern, press the reset switch. 
The pattern will be stored, if you require the pattern to stay the same, press the reset button again to store the same 
pattern. Alternatively use the switches 1 to 4 to set the next pattern in the sequence. 
Continue entering patterns and pressing reset until the complete sequence is stored. 
You can enter up to 250 steps in your program. 
 
Run mode 
During run mode the red run LED will be illuminated. 
The stored pattern will run in sequence. 
To restart the sequence, press the reset switch. 
The sequence is stored in EEPROM, this means that you can remove the power and the sequence is remembered. 
 
Editing the program 
To edit the program, return to program mode. 
The first pattern will be shown, use the reset switch to step through the sequence. 
When you have got to the line that needs editing, change the pattern, then press reset to store. 
To add to the end of the program keep pressing reset until the end of the sequence is reached. 

Setting the run speed 
To set the run speed: 
Press and hold SW1. 
Press and release the reset switch. 
The program LED will quickly flash to indicate the run speed is being set. 
When the required delay has passed release SW1. 
You can set any time up to 25 seconds. 
 
Erasing the program 
To clear the program: 
Press and hold SW1, SW2, SW3 & SW4 together, then press and release the reset switch. Both the red & green run / 
program LEDs will illuminate to indicate the program has been erased. 
 
Please note: 
The motor controller drives the outputs in pairs, and it is not possible to have the two output or LEDs on at the same 
time. If you find that when you press a button that a different LED changes, you will first need to set the 
corresponding output low.  



 

 
 

Online Information 
Two sets of information can be downloaded from the product page where the kit can also be reordered from. The 
‘Essential Information’ contains all of the information that you need to get started with the kit and the ‘Teaching 
Resources’ contains more information on soldering, components used in the kit, educational schemes of work and so 
on and also includes the essentials. Download from: 
 
www.kitronik.co.uk/2124 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Every effort has been made to ensure that these notes are correct, however Kitronik accept no responsibility for 
issues arising from errors / omissions in the notes. 
 
 Kitronik Ltd - Any unauthorised copying / duplication of this booklet or part thereof for purposes except for use 
with Kitronik project kits is not allowed without Kitronik’s prior consent. 

This kit is designed and manufactured in the UK by Kitronik 

http://www.kitronik.co.uk/2124
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